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Abstract 

Religion, caste and gender are the fundamental axes of social inequality in India. These 

three categories can be defined in Bourdieuan terms as “structuralist constructivism,” which 

establishes notions of social categories and dynamics of power relation in social spaces through 

a symbolic system organised on the basis of “logic of difference.” The akhāṛā (wrestling 

gymnasium), a social and spatial congregation organised for the practice of a specific Indian 

martial art of wrestling popularly known as khusti, is one such symbolic social space. Despite 

having a shared “moral universe” whose attitudes, practices, and orientations overlap 

significantly, akhāṛās are beset with tendencies of social divisions that manifest themselves 

along religious, caste and gender lines. Most akhāṛās have a strong Hindu element in both their 

membership and their symbols. The sanctity of the akhāṛās heavily relies on the Hindu notions 

of “purity” and “pollution.” The notion of akhāṛās has also been shaped with the articulation of 

concepts like brahmacharya (abstinence), masculinity and physical prowess. The strength 

invigorated in akhāṛās through wrestling epitomises “virility” and “ideal masculinity,” qualities 

ascribed to men. These notions reinforce the exclusion of women and low castes from akhāṛās. 

However, “massage,” “dangals” (wrestling bouts) and “inter-dining” practised among wrestlers 

in akhāṛās act as an agency for transcending the bounds of caste hierarchy based on “purity” 

and “pollution.” Secondly, the last decades of the twentieth century saw female wrestlers from 

north India turning gender equations upside down by entering the “male-sacred” space of 

akhāṛās and taking part in this supposedly “all-male” sport of wrestling. This paper argues that 

akhāṛās act as “heterotopias of deviation” – a “social space” that provides a model of liminal 

experience for emulation and identification, which proves more important than competing and 

cuts across religious, caste and gender lines. 
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 [1] 

“The natives all over India are exceedingly fond of these diversions; which are regulated by 

certain ceremonials, observed with the most scrupulous etiquette. A sufficient space is marked 

out, generally in the smoothest ground, and if possible, under the shade of trees, which is 

carefully dug up, and cleared of all the stones, hard lumps, &c. This is called the Uk,hara, and 

is held sacred; no one entering it with his shoes on, nor any impure things being suffered to be 

brought within its limits.”1 

The above statement, made by a British military adventurer Thomas Duer Broughton in 

1813, aptly sums up the ‘popular’ and ‘symbolic’ Indian ‘cultural tradition’ of akhāṛā.2 Akhāṛā 

is both an institution and a socio-cultural space. As an institution, akhāṛā is a congregation or 

league denoting a place of training for a specific form of Indian martial art known as kushti 

(wrestling) with facilities for boarding, lodging, and education under the leadership of a guru 

(teacher). Its form as a socio-cultural space3 arises from a more ubiquitous and intricate concern 

with the place of the human body in the society and the significance of embodied practice with 

regard to religious, social, and moral values. Even though the contours of akhāṛā have morphed 

and adapted with changing times and different historical contexts, akhāṛā had always its own 

symbolic significance – whether under rajas and maharajas, from ancient India to modern India, 

during the national movement and India’s Partition, new nation-state and the Nehruvian era, 

globalisation and economic liberalisation.4 

At the turn of the twentieth century, akhāṛā metamorphosed into a ‘social space’ where 

religious, caste and gender identities were constructed and expressed through symbolic actions. 

These three categories can be defined in Bourdieuan terms as ‘structuralist constructivism’, 

which establishes notions of social categories and dynamics of power relation in social spaces 

through a symbolic system organised on the basis of ‘logic of difference’.5 Most akhāṛās have a 

strong Hindu element in both their membership and their symbols. In his study of the akhāṛās in 

Banaras, Joseph S. Alter found that all the wrestlers were Hindus.6 Norbert Peabody, who 

studied akhāṛās in Kota in the state of Rajasthan, found that Hindu and Muslims trained in 

separate akhāṛās. Furthermore, the lower castes and the former ‘Untouchables’ had their own 

akhāṛās.7 The sanctity of the akhāṛās heavily relies on the Hindu notions of ‘purity’ and 

‘pollution’.8 The notion of akhāṛās has also been shaped with the articulation of concepts like 

brahmacharya (abstinence), masculinity and physical prowess. The strength invigorated in 

akhāṛās through wrestling epitomises ‘virility’ and ‘ideal masculinity’, qualities ascribed to 

men. These notions reinforce the exclusion of women and low castes from akhāṛās. However, 

‘massage’, ‘dangal’ (wrestling bouts) and ‘inter-dining’ practised among wrestlers in akhāṛās 
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act as a means for cutting across the restrictions of the caste system founded on ‘purity’ and 

‘pollution’.9 Secondly, the last decades of the twentieth century saw female wrestlers from north 

India turning gender equations upside down by entering the “male-sacred” space of akhāṛās and 

taking part in this supposedly “all-male” sport of wrestling.  

A dialectical relationship can therefore be said to have developed between akhāṛās and 

society structured on religious, caste and gender inequalities. This paper argues that in this 

dialectical relationship akhāṛā acts as, to use Michel Foucault and Jay Miskowiec’s term, 

‘heterotopia of deviation’,10 a social space that provides a model of liminal experience for 

emulation and identification, which proves more important than competing, and that cuts across 

religious, caste and gender lines. The study begins by exploring how ‘religious’, ‘caste’ and 

‘gender’ identities and relationships are constructed differently in the akhāṛās from that of the 

society. 

[2] 

In the context of caste hierarchy, the ‘heterotopia of deviation’ of akhāṛās, can be seen 

specifically in the practise of ‘massage’, ‘dangals’ (wrestling bouts), and ‘inter-dining’ 

practised among the wrestlers. Wrestlers usually consider massage as an extremely significant 

exercise. Massage involves close physical contact between wrestlers. A wrestler not only 

touches another wrestler, he also touches that wrestler’s feet and head, which are the most 

impure and purest parts of the body, respectively. For example, a Brahman wrestler can be seen 

giving a massage to the feet of an elder ‘Untouchable’ wrestler. Contrariwise, an ‘Untouchable’ 

wrestler can massage the neck and back of an upper-caste wrestler. “Massage is, then,” argues 

Joseph S. Alter, “a potentially dangerous activity. It poses a real threat of contagious pollution, 

which can have a serious impact on caste rank.”11 Shanti Prakash Atreya argues that it is indeed 

for the reason that massage challenges the caste system that it is, in general, significant to the 

social space of akhāṛās: “[In reciprocal massage,] status, class and caste distinctions are 

erased.”12 Significantly, the wrestlers consider “massage” as a challenge to the caste system. 

They use massage as a way of making their way of living different from the usual way of living 

which is organised according to strict rules of the caste system. Therefore, by undermining the 

caste system, massage is considered as a means for rising above the illusionary constraints of 

the caste system.13 

A number of anthropologists like Alan R. Beals,14 D. N. Majumdar,15 David G. 

Mandelbaum16 and H. Orenstein17 have argued that wrestling contests are atypical cultural 

occasions because these contests are moments where caste rules are openly challenged. 
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Majumdar says: “No caste restrictions are observed in choosing the combatants. All feelings of 

superiority and inferiority are laid aside, and a Thakur can wrestle with a Chamar or Parsi.”18 

Joseph S. Alter suggests that dangals serve as a critique of caste hierarchy. Alter argues that in 

practical terms, it is possible that an ‘Untouchable’ wrestler can put his knee on a Brahman 

wrestler’s neck and overturn him on to his back and into shame. In a society founded on rigid 

rules of caste, where a person is made subservient to the caste system, and where much social 

intercourse is directed by an inherent conviction in the truthfulness of auspiciousness, fate and 

contagious impurity, and, it is unsettling to see an ‘Untouchable’ act in terms differently from 

that stipulated by the caste system and cultural authority.19  

In akhāṛās, wrestlers also eat food in the same plate – in a breach of caste rules – 

without discrimination. Raj Singh Khalifa of Jhajjar, Haryana, says that along with many ‘Dalit’ 

wrestlers, he has eaten food in the same plate. Sadiq Hussain, a wrestler from Mewat, states that 

a wrestler has only one caste, that is, he is a wrestler. According to Ved Prakash, director of 

Pratap Akhāṛā, Kharkhauda, the entire human race is a single caste. He said, “caste is artificial, 

the real thing is man.”20 

[3] 

A study of the forms of violence adopted by the Hindu wrestlers during riots in the 

early twentieth century against the Muslims in north India establishes the “heterotopiaic” 

structure and nature of akhāṛās and the worldview of wrestlers. A case in point is the fierce 

Hindu-Muslim riot that took place in Kota, a city in the state of Rajasthan, north Indian state, on 

14th September 1989. The wrestlers’ actions were freighted with values, ethics and practices 

originating in akhāṛās.21 

The riot began on the day of Anant Chaturdashi, a Hindu festival, while participants 

were organising religious marches through Kota. The carnage took the lives of twenty-six city 

inhabitants and a further ninety-nine people were injured. Innumerable more “walking 

wounded” were given treatment on an outpatient basis in local clinics or by neighbours or 

friends. Furthermore, incendiarism, vandalism, and robbing caused loss of property. Although 

Muslims constituted only nine per cent of the population of the city which is roughly 5,00,000, 

they faced the maximum fatalities and bore a huge amount of loss of property than others.22 

Norbert Peabody argues that “a locally exalted variant of wrestling known as vajramushti kushti, 

or ‘fighting with thunderbolt fists’, which historically permitted the use of hand-held weapons 

and was linked to the religious practices of Shakta tantrism, left a clear imprint on the aims and 

forms of collective violence perpetrated by wrestlers.”23 
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The Hindu-Muslim riots in the city of Kota were part of a bigger anti-Muslim pogrom. 

However, the forms of violence employed by these wrestlers betrays numerous characteristic 

features. Among these, the most striking feature was the non-existence of many violent methods 

that were employed in other communal violence. For instance, only one rape case was reported 

from Kota’s riots, which was not like the communal violence that took place in 1992 and 1993 

in Bombay, or in 2002 in Ahmedabad, where rape of both Muslim women and men was widely 

reported. In Kota, young children and Muslim women were mostly not subjected to the worst 

forms of the violence that was carried out directly against Muslim males. Secondly, Kota 

wrestlers were resolute that they should not use guns, while ten persons were killed in police 

shootings. Nearly all the brutality was in the form of “stabbings,” in which the attackers used 

old-fashioned bladed weapons, such as “the talwar (a short scimitar-like sword), the ballam (a 

pike with sharpened steel points at both ends), and various types of small knives.” A large 

number of those wounded or killed suffered cuts, with wounds on the arms, shoulders, and head. 

Norbert Peabody argues that “the decision not to arm themselves with guns clearly involved an 

element of conscious choice because it maximised the amount of Muslim blood that flowed in 

the streets, which is further suggested by the slogans that they chanted during the riots: ‘We 

shall take revenge on Babur’s progeny by spilling their blood, and kill them, cut them’.”24 

In his study of akhāṛās in Banaras, Uttar Pradesh, Joseph S. Alter has shown that the 

wrestlers were concerned about the “loss of semen” (for them semen was amrit, the nectar of 

eternal life) – whether this happened through masturbation, nocturnal emissions or sexual 

intercourse – and, to achieve this, efforts were made to control carnal desires and erotic feelings. 

It was for these reasons that wrestlers preferably followed the rules of brahmacharya, the first 

of the four Hindu life-stages. Brahmacharya involves religious education, sexual abstinence and 

discipleship.25 Echoing these principles, numerous wrestlers of Kota argued that a concern for 

loss of semen underlay the disinclination to rape Muslim women and men in the city’s 1989 

riots. The wrestlers of Kota’s considered rape as neither empowering or a legitimate form of 

communal violence. They thought that rape wasted precious semen stores. 

Although a large number of wrestlers in Kota are unmarried, young, and celibate, there 

are nonetheless many wrestlers who are married, older and sexually active. “That many 

wrestlers in Kota are sexually active,” argues Norbert Peabody, “does not negate Alter’s larger 

thesis about the importance of semen retention in their worldview. But it does situate it in a 

somewhat different set of sexual practices that [Alter] does not discuss, which derives from 

Indian tantrism.” The most famous of these practices is coitus interruptus whereby the male 

devotee in sexual union with his female partner redirects his discharge of semen away from his 
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partner’s womb and channels it up his spinal column into the storage chamber in the cranial 

vault. These sexual techniques climax in the practice whereby the adept fully ejaculates within 

his partner and then, through the dexterity of “urethral suction” (vajroli mudra), reabsorbs his 

own ejaculate, along with the menstrual and sexual discharge of his partner, which is far more 

powerful than that produced by the male partner, back into his penis before sending the mixture 

up the spinal column. The belief is that uterine fluids are important in the production of amrit in 

the cranial vault for eternal life.26 

These beliefs concerning the importance of uterine fluids in the production of amrit in 

the cranial vault also explain why vajramushti wrestlers made the drawing of blood from the 

head the specific object of their combat. Causing one’s opponent to bleed from the head – the 

locus and store of the life-giving elixir that was made from the mixture of male semen and 

female uterine blood – weakened him in ways going beyond simple anaemia. Indeed, given that 

“vajra” remains a common euphemism for a hardened penis, this act also referenced the sexual 

penetration of one’s opponent and extraction of his “uterine” blood. Commenting on the 

prevalence of head wounds during Kota’s riots, Norbert Peabody argues that gendered ideas 

about bleeding from the head were frequent reference to Muslim victims as “cunts.”27 Blooding 

an opponent asserted the masculinity of the victor while feminising the vanquished. 

[4] 

Bettina van Hoven and Catherine Horschelman in Spaces of Masculinities argue that in 

adherence to the existing power structure, spaces are divided in terms of gender as an operating 

social order with certain sets of system, structures, geographies, institutions, relations, customs, 

values and practices. This bifurcation of social spaces leads to the conservation, maintenance 

and enforcement of certain patterns of behaviour that are socially acceptable. This leads to the 

creation of “gendered spaces and construction of gender identities in different socio-cultural 

settings. Reserved and used almost exclusively by the male population, these are the spaces 

where power and legitimacy of masculinity are cemented and displayed.”28 The akhāṛā is one 

such space which has been defined and embraced as a traditional place of “male” possession. It 

is a place with ritual and spiritual dimensions under the guidance of a guru.29 The guru instructs 

the members of the akhāṛā in physical and mental discipline to achieve a certain balance in life 

through brahmacharya. 

The notion of akhāṛā has been shaped with the articulation of concepts like 

brahmacharya (abstinence), masculinity, physical prowess, vegetarian diet and guru-shishya 

(master-disciple) tradition. In popular perception, the akhāṛā is a homosocial space, which is 
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considered as a symbol of “ideal” masculinity, “signifying both the symbolic and material 

dimension of male power.”30 This ideal masculinity is further reinforced by excluding women 

and subordinate masculinities. Moreover, the exclusion has been naturalised by making 

femininity as the anti-thesis of “spiritual” masculinity, which the akhāṛā invigorates in young 

boys and men by the Spartan-like regimented schedule. This invigorated strength is used to 

master kushti or pehalwani, a unique form of Indian wrestling whose origin goes back several 

centuries. The pehalwan epitomised strength and virility, qualities ascribed to men. It is the 

sport of kushti, “considered a way of life that symbolises masculinity at its best.”31 

It is important to note that the akhāṛā is considered as a sacred space with immense 

power along with a sense of magic facilitating the assiduous pursuit of what is socially consider 

as to be morally superior activity. Narendra Shastri of the Jhajjar Gurukul, Haryana, in his 

interview said that just by watching the akhāṛā a person gets immense motivation to become 

balwaan (powerful) and chritavan (dignified character).32 The akhāṛā constructs a masculinity 

which commands respect and sets a person apart even in his mundane life from normal humans. 

This masculine status is reinforced with the institutional arrangement of the akhāṛā, which 

consists of strictly regimented schedule of an intense practice of kushti under the tutelage of the 

guru. 

The Dronacharya Awardee wrestling coach, the late Shri Yashveer Singh emphasised in 

his interview that “the discipline which the akhāṛā cultivates in the wrestlers is achieved by 

cutting them off with the outside world.” In this context, Singh recounted that he joined the 

akhāṛā at the Chhatrasal Stadium, Delhi, as a coach at the age of twenty-nine. He rarely used to 

visit his family. Singh emphasised that “he was afraid to go to his home to meet his children 

because of the distraction it causes to him. He can only inculcate discipline in young wrestlers 

when he himself will follow it.”33 Wrestling coach Hemand Kumar, for whom wrestling has 

always been his passion, says, “the boys who take [kushti] up are saved from ‘the nonsense’ of 

the streets.”34 In other words, “outside world,” which is considered as a symbol of distraction, 

has to avoid to become great wrestler. The territorial sacredness of the akhāṛā is centred on a 

strategy of cultivating discipline in young boys to resist the sensuous appeal of the “outside 

world.” Here the “outside” is comprised of one’s own family and any habit out of regimented 

schedule of the akhāṛā. This art of self-control, that is, to detach oneself from the ‘outside 

world’ is achieved through severe training and surveillance by the guru on the activities of the 

wrestlers. Any breach of discipline is harshly punished, and hence, it is not for everybody to 

live the life of a wrestler. Therefore, wrestlers, it is believed, are above the ordinary human 
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beings. They live in their own sacred space cultivated into them by the akhāṛā which empowers 

them with a spiritual power even in their social and everyday lifestyle. 

The success and power of the wrestler is associated with the embodiment of self-control 

to attain balance between sexual passion and celibacy. Sexual passion renders the hard work of 

a wrestler, his practice, obedience and devotion meaningless. The whole regimen of wrestling is 

wired around the principle of celibacy.35 Sushil Kumar, the most famous and successful wrestler 

of India who won two Olympic medals, is considered the most disciplined wrestler. According 

to Yashveer Singh, Sushil Kumar is one of the most accomplished wrestlers because his 

marriage is “100 per cent arranged marriage and he never got distracted by the ‘outside 

world’.”36 Here, the comparison of celibacy with arranged marriage was done to imply that 

women’s participation in wrestling acts as a distraction to the male wrestlers. He was concerned 

about the love marriages that are taking place between male and female wrestlers which, in his 

opinion, leads to a decline in the career of the male wrestlers. 

The masculinity of a wrestler is based on the “exaggerated concern with celibacy, 

discipline, self-control and the absolute restrain of semen.”37 In particular, the connection of 

celibacy with the loss of semen is used to construct masculinity. Loss of semen is considered to 

result in loss of masculinity. Celibacy is regarded by a wrestler as essential for his self-control, 

which he needs to repeatedly earn and construct. Hence, the entry of woman into the akhāṛā, 

which is considered as inherently ‘male’ domain, is seen as contesting the masculinity of a 

wrestler. Prem Chowdhry argues that in a milieu where sport occupies an important social role 

and the normative sport is male, entry of female athletes especially in certain select “male 

sacred” sports which have been traditionally an exclusive preserve of men poses a critical 

challenge.38 Moreover, according to Anne Bolin, the presence of robust female athletes 

demonstrates that sporting prowess is not naturally masculine.39 

[5] 

Wrestling is patronised by the state of Haryana. The state is known for producing 

wrestling champions since the days of Leela Ram Pahalwan, who had won a gold medal in the 

Asian Games in the 1960s, to Sushil Kumar, who was a silver medallist at the 2012 London 

Olympics. Every village in Haryana would have an akhāṛā, even though many villages lacks 

educational facilities.40 However, girls were never allowed or encouraged to participate in sports, 

in general, and wrestling, in particular, despite the fact that wrestling was a part of popular 

culture. Wrestling in an akhāṛā meant the girl and her family would have to suffer 

condemnation. Roger Horrocks and others show how important male sport is in the 
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consolidation of various masculine images and lifestyle.41 The “basic hegemonic ideology of 

sport has been defined by scholars as ‘male’.”42 It validates “male dominance not only by 

excluding or marginalising women but also by naturalising a connection between masculinity 

and the skills of sport, aggression, physical strength, success in competition and negation of the 

feminine.”43 Thus, female athletes’ involvement in sports questions this version of masculinity 

and the power that emanates from it. According to the critics, under such an ideology, female 

athletes “put their ‘femininity’ at risk, threaten the social order and invite disapproval and 

hostility because they ‘act’ male.”44 

Among such ideology where wrestling is considered as a male domain, the introduction 

of female wrestling was a radical step. It was in the mid-1990s that wrestling was introduced for 

women in India. According to Yashveer Singh, India was “forced” to allow women enter in 

wrestling. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the Asian Federation of Wrestling put 

the condition before the Indian Federation that India would be allowed to participate in the 

Junior Wrestling Championship only if they would also allow female wrestlers to participate. 

Hence, this condition was the only reason for such a drastic change.45 This decision was not 

well received among the wrestlers and the coaches. In 2002, when wrestling was starting to 

allow women train with men, coaches and wrestlers criticised the Haryana Sports Department 

coach, Ishwar Singh Dahiya, for allowing “goats to stay among lions.”46 Here, goats is a 

euphemism for the girls and lions is for the boys in context of the all-male sport of kushti. This 

initiative of letting the “goats” train with “lions” was considered as a challenge to the social 

norms of a patriarchal tradition.  

Female wrestlers not complying with their prescribed gender roles, thus, “challenged a 

gendered visual economy” in Haryana.47 In Haryana, the physically powerful and competent 

women who are desired for performing agricultural work therefore become suspect when they 

use this prowess in another field, especially like those of wrestling and boxing. Men accused 

female wrestlers “of ‘building their muscles’ by lifting weights, ‘wearing kachchas’ 

(underclothes) and exposing their bodies to the public and indulging in wrestling.” Some of the 

girls complained that they were even discouraged from playing sports that might make them 

“manly.”48 This negative opinion shows “threatened masculinity” in the state of Haryana. 

In this context, Rupal Oza argues that it is neo-liberal policies adopted by India that 

helped “accommodate the contradictions of Haryana’s profound gender bias while at the same 

time produce and celebrate successful female athletes.”49 Medals at national and international 

events helped the girls get recognition, while jobs through the sport allowed them to be self-

sufficient and motivated others to join in. In 2001, a cabinet resolution was passed where 
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sportspersons winning gold, silver and bronze medals in the Olympics, world championships 

and Asian Games were promised out-of-turn appointment as officers in the Haryana Civil 

Service and Haryana Police Service.50 Sakshi Mallik’s coach, Ishwar Singh Dhaiya, explains 

that the popularity of the sport of wrestling has grown among women in the past ten to twelve 

years because the state confers jobs on successful athletes. “Getting government jobs became a 

source of motivation for the girls to start wrestling. More than [thirty] girls from the centre have 

got jobs in various departments, including Haryana Police, Railways, etc. Last year, nine 

wrestlers, including two girls, from the centre got in as coaches in the Haryana sports 

department and one girl got a job in the Sports Authority of India,”51 said Dahiya. These jobs 

come with izzat (respect) and significant power. Parents of wrestling women support their 

daughter’s interest in wrestling hoping that her success will eventually fetch fame, a job, and 

izzat.52 Oza further points out that the majority of wrestling women are from the Jat upper caste 

families. For instance, Sakshi Malik’s success and Geeta Phogat’s story cannot be understood 

without consideration of her Jat caste and the social, political and economic control that Jats 

have exercised in the state for decades. While not disputing Malik and Phogat’s achievements 

and struggles, Oza says that “the context within which they are made possible reveals that the 

prospect of steady employment, prize money, and gifts of acres of land are options for a select 

few, and virtually impossible for those lower in the caste hierarchy.”53 

However, neoliberalism and caste alone cannot explain such a transformation in 

Haryanavi society. The liberal-minded approach and support from the families of the female 

wrestlers is also a crucial factor. Master Chandgi Ram, the winner of the 1970 Asian Games 

heavyweight wrestling, was the first person who trained his daughters, Sonika and Dipika, as 

wrestlers despite facing backlash from the society. Taking inspiration from his guru, Chandgi 

Ram, Mahavir Singh Phogat did the same for his daughters and nieces. In the biography of 

Mahavir, it is mentioned that his struggle to introduce his girls in wrestling was not easy. When 

Mahavir, “a former wrestler, thought of training his daughters in the sport, the villagers were up 

in arms. They were dead against the idea of girls slugging it out with the boys in a mud pit.”54 

Mahavir not only faced derision from his community, but his own family, especially his father, 

was the biggest detractor in his mission. Mahavir’s father, who himself was a wrestler of his 

time, was strictly opposed to women participating in wrestling.  

Mahavir Singh Phogat’s story of success is crucial to understand the gender dynamics 

of the akhāṛā. Not only did Mahavir go against the grain with his mission of training his 

daughters and nieces as wrestlers, but his attitude in training of his daughters was also unbiased. 

He was cultivating wrestlers where the focus should be only on training. Every distraction by 
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the girls in training was meted out with severe punishment. In Mahavir’s approach, his students 

being girls was never a matter of question. The regimented schedule of the akhāṛā was the only 

thing that mattered to him. This becomes clear from his stance on the length of a wrestler’s hair. 

“[In] wrestling […] certain traditions have to be followed. A wrestler needs to maintain 

short hair as it does not require as much upkeep. The time they save by this can be 

applied to training. The same rule applies to both girls and boys. […] Being kids, they 

try to disobey my instructions but then it is the job of the coach to keep his ward in line 

and see the larger picture.”55 

Mahavir Singh Phogat’s transgression challenged the rigid gender boundaries of a 

patriarchal society in Haryana. Especially, akhāṛā, which is a space where brute strength and 

disciplined life is the way of success and living, got a new definition where hard work, focus 

and training, irrespective of gender, provides the same result of success. Geeta Phogat mentions 

that his father taught all of his daughters and nieces that “gender does not play [any] role in a 

person’s ability.”56 Such novel and radical thinking reflects the change in perception and 

dynamics of patriarchal notions. “When I started training my daughters, there weren’t any 

akhāṛās that allowed girls. Now, there must be at least 50 akhāṛās that train girls,”57 says 

Mahavir. 

Geetika Jakhar was fortunate to be born in a family that let her decide her own destiny. 

Initially, she got hooked on wrestling just to keep fit. But she soon developed a fascination for 

the sport and within two years, became national champion in her age group as well as in the 

seniors category. “I am lucky that my parents supported my decisions. Today I’ve been able to 

achieve my dreams because of them,”58 says the country’s first female wrestler to be conferred 

with the Arjuna Award. Very few female athletes in Haryana get the kind of support that Jakhar 

received from her family. Even a decade-and-a-half into the twenty-first century, most Indian 

women cannot take education and participation in sports for granted. All this could happen 

because Jakhar’s parents did not discriminate with her on the basis of gender. 

“We are pursuing wrestling because of our parents’ support. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be 

possible to pursue the sport at this age. They want me to make a name in the sport and win glory 

for the country. Other things come next,”59 said Rekha Kadiyan, who won silver at the 2013 

Commonwealth Championships in South Africa. “In the beginning, people used to question my 

father about why he had put me into wrestling,” says Lalita, the grappler who made it to the 

Commonwealth squad. “To date it is considered a male bastion. But I was lucky that my father 
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didn’t pay much heed to them. Today the same people are congratulating my father and if I 

return home with a medal, they will all queue up to honour me,”60 she adds. 

[6] 

Although female wrestlers from Haryana are turning gender equations upside down and 

fighting prejudice in a state infamous for its patriarchal mindset, they have to fight hard to 

overturn gender discrimination and deliver a sucker punch to convention. “From the time my 

daughters started wrestling to now, I can see some change. But it’s not the majority that has 

changed. Many still wish for a boy to be born, and take the birth of a girl in their family as a 

burden,”61 says Daya Kaur, Mahavir Singh Phogat’s wife. A woman’s journey from womb to 

womanhood is the bumpiest in Haryana when compared to girls in other Indian states. Born in a 

state with the country’s worst sex ratio (879 women for every 1,000 men according to the 2011 

census) and a worsening child sex ratio (just 834 girls for every 1,000 boys), women are often at 

the receiving end of deep-set patriarchal prejudices.62 In a state where female foeticide is still a 

major issue, the Phogats give hope about the end of the darkness. Braving hostile circumstances, 

a minuscule minority of girls is using its fists and reflexes to announce to the world that 

Haryanvi girls are as good as, or even better than their male counterparts. The state once 

infamous for suppressing the girl child is today a hub of wrestling and boxing for girls, 

disciplines once meant just for the ‘stronger’ sex. As Rupal Oza puts it: “For women, in 

particular, wrestling and sport generates an opening and the possibility to construct a non-

normative script.”63 

These interviews and statements give a glimpse of the emergence of equal gender 

relations in Haryana. Haryanvi female athletes today form the pride of the nation as Olympic 

medallists. The akhāṛā occupies an important social space by being a normative space of male. 

The entry of female athletes into this ‘male sacred’ space and sports poses a critical challenge to 

patriarchal and masculine gender politics. Such a breach challenges the social norms of 

patriarchy, where talent and skill have a scope of existence irrespective of gender. Can these 

changes be of a substantial level to defy the patriarchal institutions is still a crucial question? 

But at the same time, it cannot be denied that akhāṛās act as “heterotopias of deviation” – a 

space that creates differences as well as challenges those differences. Hence, akhāṛā becomes a 

site to analyse religious, caste and gender dynamics of society in a new light. 
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